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E X H I B I T     U 

_______________________________ 
 
 
Here comes the unclasping—there is no way to hold onto this.  It’s a matter of 

resistance, then release.  Hands stroke strings, press keys, pull stops, as scores direct 
fingers forward through bars, movements, cadences, and cadenzas.  Musicians learn 
about touch through painstaking practice, sensing every inch of an instrument, to elicit its 
tonal center.  (True of a vocalist, too, whose instrument is the body, prone to the 
dissonance of disease, and warbles of woe.)  A cellist learns “through mastering 
movements like vibrato…the rocking motion of the left hand on a string which colours a 
note around its precise pitch; waves of sound spread out…like ripples from a pool into 
which one has thrown a stone.”i  The arm is an orchestra, then, with fingers as 
instruments among instruments (thumb, palm, wrist, elbow, shoulder, the body)—
“miracle of form and function,” capable of the greatest delicacy and danger.ii   

 
With abilities to play violins, pianos, guitars, flutes, and harps comes the capacity 

to pull triggers, throw punches, and detonate bombs.  Aristotle wrote: “A man can have 
many defences [sic] and always change them, and can have any weapon he pleases on 
any occasion.  For the hand is a claw and a hoof and a horn, and a spear and a sword, and 
any other instrument whatever.”iii  Avowing danger and debilitation, this thesis 
(deforming as you read) does not follow like Clockwork but re-views paleoanthopology 
and the evolution of Homo erectus, through which “this new hand reflected a 
modification…and brought with it the opportunity for a new class of situational 
knowledge based on as yet unexplored and undefined use of the hand.  This change by 
itself was nothing but a mutation until its utility gave it the status of an adaptation.”iv  
Both instinctive and learned, manual manipulations have taught the mind through 
movements—faster, lighter, longer—to apprehend new thoughts.   

 
To learn to play an instrument, then to lose the ability to play, is like dying. 
 
Lying apprehensio (at the root of grasping and cognizance), we are what we 

feel—touch & play—like What’s Bred in the Bone: “the hand speaks to the brain as 
surely as the brain speaks to the hand.”v  “Put your finger into every bottle,” Swift 
advises, “to feel whether it be full, which is the surest way, for feeling hath no fellow.”vi  
Diderot wrote that Chardin “use[d] his thumb as much as his brush,” and even Butler, 
near the end, turned from hives to hands.vii  A long history reveals communicative hands: 
holding a stylus, quill or pen, reckoning or gesturing through three-dimensional signs.  
Ars memorativa involves metonymy and mnemonics, embodied by “the first instrument,” 
“the framer,” “the most noble and perfect organ” by (and about) which Helkiah Crooke 



wrote in 1615: “we promise, we call, we dismisse, we threaten, we intreate, we abhorre, 
we feare, yea and by our hands we can aske a question.”viii   

 
What was the question? 
 
By which we call another name: to learn and make music, language, love.  

Rendering fingers and joints to measure melodic intervals, or to memorize: it’s an ancient 
art.  Not physiognomic.  From West to East; played and sung.  Reverential, improvised, 
referential.  Stylized on paper.  Conducted or cheironomic.  Watch closely—hands may 
yet grace the air like birds.  Taking flight.  Imagine the fluttering: that singing. 

 
Whatever the subject, memory often teaches with a dis-membered hand, drawn 

(or re-articulated: deformed) by an artist, as if that appendage (peripheral, yet central) 
could live apart from the body.  Like a bone, with a heart-shaped hole.  Illustrated & 
reproduced & re-rendered.  Regenerating when split in two, like a planarian.  Or imagine: 
a rebellion of Hands or Bones seceding from the Body, forming their own Kingdom.  To 
be, or not to be: 

 
…a quandary, between beheading and begetting.  Like M.C. Escher drew a hand 

coming out of paper to draw another hand that drew the original hand.  Round and round.  
Back where we started: Which came first, as currently conceived—hand or brain, heart or 
bone—or are they too innately tied to be unbound?   

 
Nodding to Crooke, will my hands stay tied?  “This progresse and insertion of 

these [flexor] muscles is an admirable and strange worke of Nature: for they are so 
severed, that the fingers in their motion might orderly follow one another, and each of 
them bend inward.”  With fingers figuratively severed, taking on a life of their own, I ask 
again: Nothing like the sun, roses, snow, those eyes and cheeks and breasts; what of her 
hands?  Manu-mitting—master or slave, part of (yet apart from) the core of a body, closer 
than my shadow, as bound as busy.  Wings, no longer.  Rubbing eyes, itching skin, 
brushing teeth, holding hands, clasping pens, hefting loads, touching hearts.  I have found 
my flesh.  Traversed with lines of fate, and laced by nerves and flexors, hands work 
wonders within and without, enabling mani-pulations of meaning from matter.  Manu-
ally, they point the way like Virgil (or me, Bea) to litigious and lofty layers of our lives, 
to buried scenes and senses too essential to ignore.   
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